Internet
Services
___________________________
Websites		 					Hourly

Static (Non-Editable)

CMS (Editable)		 Renewal

Per Item														Base Fee Per Screen		

Base Fee Per Screen .co.uk .com

Basic Design & Build of Main Structure							£150.00		£50.00			£250.00		£100.00
Subscreens (Sub-Section Pages with Minimal Variation)							£25.00						£50.00
Online Data Collection Forms / Database Display Screens							£50.00						£100.00
PHP Programming									£50.00ph
HTML Coding / Photo Manipulation / Copywriting		
£35.00ph
Text Edits											£20.00ph																
Domain name, Hosting and Email Management (2 yrs)																	£25.00 £35.00
Please note: Base Fee includes hosting space and uk domain name purchase and management for 2 years, initial consultation, design concept
and template creation. There is a £10 surcharge for international domain names.

Static versus Editable

Before you commission a website to be built, consider what you will want from it going forward. At their simplest,
websites are online brochures for your business, but at their most complex, they can replace entire retail outlets.
For many businesses a simple static presence is adequate, but if you think you will need to regularly update
your site, it is definately worth investing in a CMS build, which will offer you the ability to self-edit in the future.

Professional Email							.co.uk		.com			both
Domain name, hosting, holding page and up to 3 managed email addresses (2 yrs) £25.00 (£12.50pa)

£35.00 (£17.50pa) £50.00 (£25.00pa)

Please note: Purchasing your own domain name allows us to generate multiple email addresses for you. The price quoted allows for up to 3
different email addresses per domain name. Additional emails may be created and managed for £2.50 each for 2 years. You will also receive a
free holding page, which is like having a business card on the world wide web. Later, if you wish, this can be expanded into a complete website.

How Secure is your Email?

It is essential to have your own email address generated from a domain name which you own. Third party email
addresses such as Hotmail, Gmail etc can be taken away from you, and then all the money spent on your
promotion to date will be wasted. Don’t wait until you are ready to build your website to buy your domain name,
let us buy it for you now, protect your name and use it to your advantage in the mean time.

Online Office					

Hourly				Basic Package		

Bespoke admin system - accessible online				£50.00

				£250pa

We can build a system that does whatever you need. Recording and maintaining Client Records from initial enquiry through quotation,
work-in-progress tracking, invoicing, delilvery and payments. Why use software that was designed for someone else? As long as you have a smart
phone or tablet and an internet connection, you can pop in to your office wherever you are.

Online Databases		

Hourly		 Mobile Office

Bespoke databases - accessible online				

£50.00

We can build a system of related databases that will store and retrieve
your data for you effortlessly. Accessible anytime, anywhere, providing
you have a smart phone or tablet and an internet connection.

Mobile Friendly
Web Applications		

Hourly		

Bespoke mini-systems - perfect for Smart Phones		

£50.00

We can build a system for recording and displaying your data on the go.

Even if you hate computers and admin, we can build
you a mini system, that just stores and tracks the
basics for you, as easily as making a phone call.
Whatever your business or trade, we can design and
build a system, just for you, that allows you to record
your income, expenditure and appointments.
This information can then be downloaded by your
accountant in a simple spreadsheet format, in
order to produce your tax returns.If you can use a
smart phone, you can use this system.
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